English Courses for the Faculty of Arts
English Courses for the FACULTY OF ARTS

CAES9201 Academic English: Countries and Cultures
CAES9202 Academic English: Literary Studies
CAES9203 Academic English: Philosophy and the History of Ideas
CAES9204 Academic English: History
CAES9205 Academic English: Language Studies
CAES9206 Academic English: Creative and Visual Arts

These courses aim to help you use written and spoken English to demonstrate critical learning from your reading of disciplinary texts.

What course will I take?

You will take the course that corresponds with your major. This is a university requirement.

When will I take it?

In your 2nd year of study at HKU.

Why do I need to take it?

Reading and writing critically are extremely important skills for Arts students.

How will I learn?

- Through a process writing approach
- By choosing your own research topic and selecting your own readings
- Through collaborating with peers
- By sharing ideas and learning from other students
- Through learning how academics in your discipline communicate through writing and speaking
- By getting teacher feedback on your work to help you improve

For more information about the courses

For enquiries, please contact Colin Tait, Programme Coordinator for CAES courses for the Faculty of Arts: ctait@hku.hk